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Footnotes

1

.

Supported by SmithKline CorporStion through its Grant Awards

for Pharmacy Sdhools (GAPS) Program:

2
This national stUdyof pharmaty students was directed by

Bruee A.-Berger and H. John Baldwin an4 funded by the
Council on Sections, the:AmericsnAssociation of Colleges of

Pharmacy.

3

Within the WVU pharmaty curriculum, communication skills
are a component during the second professional year.

4
While.this questionnaire is designed as a measure of the

subjects' cognitive orientation toward communication and is not
a measure of actual behavior, numerous studies have indicated

the high association of the scores on the PRCA with actual
communication behavior. It is particularly highly absociated
with amount of talk in which the individual is willing to
produce and the likelihood of an individual withdrawing from

or avoiding communitation situations(2,3;17).

5 .

It takes approximately,One hour tO train an individual to be

qualified (or competent) in Administering a systematic desensiti-
zation program.

6-

Wilcox, E.M., paper presented at theStudent American
Pharmaceutical-Association Regional Meeting', Columbus, Ohio,

February, 1981.'

7

In the course developed atAuburn University all students
participated in role plays and other simdlations after receiving
the SD program.

. 8
Copies of the relaxation tape are availahle from the author

at $5.00 per copy. Make checks payable to Auburn University School

of Pharmacy.
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It should be noted that mean PRCA.sqores for students in

Subsection II dropped significantly (12( 0.005). The average

change for this group was 7 units. Mean PRO* scdrs for 'students

in Subsection III dropped 11 units (P40.001),. Therefore, low

CA students (Subsection III), who were not apprehensive in the

first place benefited from skills training. Many students in the

moderate group (Subsection II ) received SD training and skills

training. Thereforg, their change scorea may be a\result of both.

Many individuals insthe moderate group would benefit from skills

training. This is not necessarily true of high CA students. In

Tact, in a follow.up study of pharmacy students.at Auburn University

School of Pharmacy, high CA students received skillstraining in

-addition to the SD program. Their change scores Were identical

to thosdof the West Virginia University high CA pharmacy students.

Therefore, it does not appear that skills training aided in the

reduction of the high CA students anxiety. This does not mean

that the high CA student did not acquire additional skills.

Since low CA students did benefit from skills training, this

certainly indicates the predictive ability of the instrument.



Previous studies havedefined the concept and problems associated

1

with Communication apprehension (CA) (1-5). One out of five people

in the population as a whole ore severely communication apprehensive(3).

Data from a national study of communication apprehension in pharmacy

students indicate that the proportion of high CA students in many of our

pharmacy schools is considerably higher.2 The high apprehensive will tend

to avoid communication much of the time. Since projected new roles for

Pharmacists lean heavily on' both- communication ability
and a desire

to communicate, having large numbers of high apprehensives going

-1)

into practice may not be in the best interest of the profession.

In response to pharmacy's projected new roles, many schools of

pharmacy have instituted,-or Are planning communication courses.

These courses are primarily skills'oriented. Having good skills does

A

not necessarily reduce communication apprehension. Since CA is

Z

Ognitive (and often irrational), ski s training will not help

'the problem of,the high CA student. fact; "forcing" A student '

to\

'.

demonstrate communication skills 1J the clamiroCan can make

,the problam of the high apprehensive worse rather'than better(6).

therefore,41 dilemma exists. Pharmacy students certainly need to

acquire certain communication Skills and competencies before they

to.

edter the practice setting, yet the high CA student may actually

suffer, from this type of training alone. A solution is to employ

me9lods in a classroom setting that will reduce or alleviate much

e-

of the anxiety of the high CA student before or during skills

training. Systematic desensitization (SD) and Cognitive restructuring

(CR) have been used to treat other cognitive problems such as

text anxiety, vaginismus, stress, and guilt(7710). Since overcoming

high CA requires either clinical or quasi-clinical method8(6), SD and-

5



r4. CR have been used successfully to reduce communication apprehension

(11-16).

Systematic desensitization involves a program of deep muscular

relaxation paired with a communication apprehension hierarchy. -The

reason'SD works is quite simple. As Goldberg points out, "Much of

what we feel as anxiety is our reaction to body sensations caused by

muscle tension and constricted blood flow...rIt is not possible for

muscles to be both tense and relaxed at the same time... relaxation

and tension are competing responses. Both can be learned, and the

strength of one will inhibit the other as a response to a discrete

set of stimuli."(9) Therefore, if a person can be taught to be

cognitively aware of muscle tension, and relax muscles in the presence

of anxiety producing stimuli, anxiety will be reduced as a result.

Cognitive restructuring, as well as SD, is based on learning
4

theory. Cognitive restructuring involves getting people to realize

that they have learned (been conditioned) to think cagatively about

themselves and teaching them to think positively. ,CR.relies on.

making people aware of their own negative statements, behaviors,

and cognitions and then asking these people'to Alangethese

negative statements into positive ones(13). Finally CR also'

attempts to change a person's cognition about the communication process.

A phiwOacy communication course employing SD, CR, and_skills train-

ing was developed in the Fall of 1981 at West Virginia University and

furtherclodified at Aubutn University in 1982. This paper'deacribes

an account of that course and implementation procedures for the SD

program. In addition, the impact of the course and the programs are

presented.

6-



METHODOLOGY-

The subjects in this study included allstudents.en5elled iu the

WVU Schbol of Pharmacyls required course entitled, "Professional Aspects

of Pharmacy Practice.."3 It is a semester long (15 weeks), three credit

hour course for second-year pharmacy students (fourth college year).

A total of 60 students were enrolled. The class was divided in half

alphabetically into Tuesday and Thursday sections. Each section

was broken down further, later in the Semester, when relaxation

training and role-playing began. Each section was taught by the

same instructior and met apiroximately two and one-half hours each

week.% Smaller sections were necessary to "personalize7 the class.

Students in the first section were asked not to discuss the acti-,

vitiea in their section with the second one. Attendance in the

class was mandatory. Students were told that each unexcused absence

.would cost them a letter grade.

The CA levels of the students in the study were determined by the

Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA) (see Appendix ,

which is the most widely used measure of CA. The 24 item PRCA measures

communication apprehension in four contexts: (i) group; (ii) meeting;,

(iii) dyadic; and (iv) public speaking. The piiipulai-ion mean'for the

total.score on the instrument (based on N 10,000) is,65.6 with a

standard deviation of 14.1. High CA is defined as a score of 80 and,

above or approximately one standard deviation above the mean. The

PRCA has.been demonstrated to the highly reliable and validi2,3).4

Internal reliability for this sample of pharmacy studenfs was 0.92.

Test-retest reliability in a previous study was 0.76, which indicated

the stableiendurins nature of CA(4).

Ihe PRCA was sdminikitered in each section on the first day of

class. All students completed the instrument. No explanation of



the instrument or its purpose was given to the students. They were

simply told that it would be explained to them at the end of the

semester. At the end of the fifteen week semester, the same students

filled out the PRCA again in order to estimate what effects, if

any, the course had on reducing communication apprehension.

COURSE CONTENT AND EXPERIMENTAL INTERVENTION

Systematic desensitization, a non-clinical type of cognitive

restructuring, and a form of assertiveness training were all employed.

Along with these methods, actual communication skills and techniques

were discussed, demonstrated and practiced.

Table I presents a week to week activity account of the course.

In week 6 each section was further divided into three subsections

for the last hour of the class. Subsection I (in each section),

consisted of students identified as highly communication apprehensive,

those with a PRCA score of 79 and above (N 16). Subsection II

was composed of students with PRCA scores of greater than 60 but

less than 79 (N 24). Students in Subsection III had PRCA scores

or 59 ot lead (1120). Students in Subsection.I and II were required

to enter into a systematic desensitization OD)program consisting

of deep muscular relaxation combined with a communication anxiety

hierarchy. The procedure employed wSe that outlined bY McCroskey

(15).

.

Two Speech Communication PhD candidates and a prcifessor in

behavioral pharmacy were trained simultaneously to administer
5

the SD program. One PhD candidate administered the $D program

to the Tuesday Subeection I, the other PhD candidate worked with
0

Ehe.Thuraday Subaection I. ,The'professor worked with both of the

Subsection II groups.

8



The main course instructOr took both'Subsection III groups into

videotaped role play situations (skills training) while the other sub-

sections Were inthe SD program. All studenta in the SD Firoiram* were

told they could leave that program and enter into Subsection III where

students were doing role plays at such tite as ther,would feel

comfortable doing so.

WEEKLY COURSE ACTIVITIES AND CONTENT AREAS

Week 1. Duiing the first day of class, and before an overview

of the course,wasliven, the tudents completed the PRCA; followed

by administration of the Meyer-Briggs PersObality Ifiventory(17).

After an introduction to the course, which included a .discussion

of communication apprehension, was given, the students were asked

to read a poem (Appendix II). Their.reactions to the poem were

sought. Students felt that the poem was very strange and somewhat

sadistic. When told that 'the title of the poem was "Birth", and

the poem reread, their impression of the poem was huite different.

The purpose of this exercise was to point out that-words have no

inherent meanings, and that people and context give words meaning.

Additional examples and discussion of this concept provided a

beginning to the cognitive restructuring process.

Week 2. The entire session was spent allowing the students to

get to know each other better. The students were random/y paired

in dyads and asked to interact with each othee. Each student was

asked to introduce the other to the .class. They could stay seated

or stand, whichever was more comfortable for them. Students could

ask each other anything they wanted. However, each student had

to identify what made them happy, angry, sad, and what they felt

'they could do better than most people. 4a



41111e purpose of this session was to provide a dyadic interaction

experience and personalize the class. Moreover, it forced all

students to make at least one positimn statement about themselves

(cognitive restructuring). -Students reported verbally that they

enjoyed the session. In fact, the overwhelming response from the

class was that it was unfortunate that they didn't get to know

each other better befve this.

Week 3. The film, "What You Are Is Where You Were When" was

shown(18). The film deals with the formation of values. In

particular, the film looks at what major events affected the values

of people from the age of 10 through 60, when they were 10 years

old. A discussion of the material in the film followed. The

toajor conclusion of the film and the discussion was that values

impact considerably on the behavior and communication of people.

In addition, two people can have diametrically,opposed values,

yet they can both be correct in their views. Acceptance of this

concept is part of the cognitive restructuring process.

Week 4. The first ninety minutes of class were spent.on a

discuasion of barriers to effective communication in patient

pharmacist , pharmacist-physician relations. Topics included

language barriers, jargon, ego battline, privacy, and so on.

The remaining time involved putting the stadents into groups

according to their Meyer-Briggs profiles,,although the students

were unaWare that the groups were not'randomly selected. The

students were told that all of them needed a kidneY dialysis machine,

but only one person per group would get it, the rest would die.

The group, as a group, had to decide who would get,the machine.



The groups composed of "emotional" processors laughed, never

really got serious, and inevitably ended up iiraming,strawa. They

felt it was ridiculous to make this kind of a decision. The

"rational" processors.made lists of "woirth to society6 to decide '

who got the machine. Ns

I

I

Based on the Meyer-Briggs profiles, the instructor accurately

.0.4

pre icted wtLit each groUp would do. The students were amazed that

(
,

prior to the group discussion, the instructor was able to accurately

predict the r behavior, and that the groups made decisione in such

!
different ways. The' "emotional" processors couldn't understand

how anyone

"rAtionar

could make lists when evaluating human life. The

processors could not understand why anyone would want

to have eir life decided by drawing straws.

This exercise was another important step in the cognitive

restruct ring process. The purpose was to point out that human

behavior, under relatively controlled conditions; is quite

predictable. It was pointed out'that being "predictable," may

be a positive attribute in that others expectations would then

be consistent with behavior. Finally, and most importantiY,

this exercise
effectively.demonstrated to the students that,people

really do process information differently. It was stressed that

there weren't right or wrong ways to resolve the problem with

which they were confronted.

Week 5. Transactional analysis (TA) was the topic of dia-
.,

cussion for this week. The lecture focused ongame playing,

manipulative behavior and the formation of the I'm Not OK--

You're OK life position(l9). Crossed, complementary and ulterior

transactiona were illustrated. The nonverbal behavior that

accompanied Parent, Adult and Child ego states was also demonstrated.
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In the next half hour, students were read a four sentence

story (see Appendix III). They were asked to respond to six

statements about the story as either true, false, or "7" if the

story did not provide the information asked. The story was

repeated after the initial reading. The responses to each

statement were quite varied, as predicted.

This exercise was used to reinforce the notion that words

have no inherent meaning. The students constructed their own

reality about the story from their values and ;sot behavior.

Hence, the outcomed were different in responding to the six

statements. Again, this exercise employed the use of cognitive-)

restructuring.

During the last class hour, the groups were divided into

their subsections. Subsection I and II went into the,SD program

with their instructors and Subsection III went into role-playing

with the course instructop. The last class hour of weeks 6 through ,

10 was handled in an identical manner.

The students involved in the role-playing sessions (low CA's)

.were taken to a videotape studio where a mock pharmacy was set up.

Each of these students was required to do a role ploy as either, a

patient, physician or a pharmacist. They were 4ideotaped and

thenthe role play was constructively reviewed by the class and

instructor. Transactional analysis, assertiveness training and

other methods were incorporated into the role plays and their

evaluations. Individual attention and some coaching was given

to each student. An attempt was made to deal with each student's

apprehension on an individual basis. The role'plays done in

Tuesday's Subsection III-were different thin those of Thursday''s

12
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Subsection III. Latet in the seMester, each section would view-
1

).

,

. .

,

oitt other!s roleidayis A ssmpie role play and-its objectives
, P .

is Ahown in Aliperidix IV.

trWeeks 7 and 8. Three bodks were required reading for the

coursi: a) Your Ertoneous Zones(20)b) I'm OK--Your're OK(19);

and c) When I Siy 4d I Ieel.Guilty(21). These two weeks were:

used to discuss the "philosophies" espouded in these books. As

i.imp-ortant as the Content of th'ese books was the vast differences

among the students'opinions *on the utilities of any .given book.

Students had especially.,strong and diverse reactiohs to Dyer's

Your Erroneous- Zones... It was importaht,to emphasize to khe

studentshow their,values affected their opinion of the book.

It was. alSO importantto point out thaE all of them were equally

"corrett" in their opinions.

When I Say No I Feel.Guilty formed the foundation of assertiveness

-...-

ttaining. Many.ot the techniques taug wete uSed in the ral ,plays.-

All of the books,and subsequent discusdtohs gave- the students'tOols

. .
they could Use to prevent others from manipulating, them in-didat to

,. .

,

. . ,

obtaim "equality" in Communidtion with otherS. They helped provide

a feeling that they had a fight to equality IA Communication...

Week 4. An open book, open note essay exam was given during

the first ninety minutes. 'The reMaining hour4involved the SO

prograd and role playing, as mentioned -previously.

Week.10. Studenta read an intetview between a physician and a

new patient-6 The physician. Was both Condescending and manipulative.

The patient was very nonassertiVe (see Appendix'0. Techniques

discussed in claSs and-in the books weie used to construct a

'more caring; empathetic coimUnitative interaction between.the.

patient and physician.

3
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Weeks 11 through 15. Each.student was required to present a

talk to the students in their section. This assignment was described

-

as the opening 5-10 minutes of a longer talk. Students could choose

froina topic/fist
Provided by the inst-ructor or have a topic of their

awnapproved.' In either case, students hid to identify to what

:audience they would actually present the talk. For example, a talk

on bifth control to a PTA group might be qpite different than

the same topic given to_high school students. Both the students

(actual dience).And the iffStructor evt4uated the'presentations

on A rating ifistrument.. :The instrument was given to the students
.

at the 'beginning of the semester so:they would know_how they would

be evaluated.

While same &ailments were Tiede after each presentation, all

students were required to see the instructor individually in order

to,find out their presentation score. In this manner, the

instructor could privately discuss the preSeniation with the

student in a calm, relaxed atmosphere.

For weeks 11 through 14 the videotapes thax the Thursday section

made were shown to the Tuesday section (and vice versa) for the second

half 'of the class. While mrny of the students did not physically

participate in the role playing because they had been in the SD

progrpm, thisallowed them to observe and discuss same necessarY

co nication. skills. Admittedly, their lack of actual role playing

participation was a weakness of the course inr-that" high CA-students

did not receive this opportunity for pracy.cing their communication

lls.
7.

Time did not permit another arrangement. Hdwever,
tat

r ducing coMmunication apprehension was as important a course

goal aS skillatraining. In addition,-the role playing grqup

receiveiedditional skills training by viewing the other section't

1 4



tapes. The last hoUr of week 15 was spent on a formal lecture

on nonverbal' communication. Students also completed the pga. post

test.

During all phases of.the course the students.were constantly

relinded by all instructors that what they 'were reCeiving were

tools. In order tO change their behavior and Cognitions they needed

to practice using these tools outSide of the classrooM.' It was

especially emphasized .to the high and moderate CA groUps that CA

is:learned and that the SD program And techniques had to be .

'reinforced by them outside of the classrOom.

The.SD PROGRAM

Before pursuing a discussion of the results, a more complete

" -explanation of the SD program is in order. To put a program

into full operation, it is essential to first identify those

individuals who need treatment. This can be done by using the

PRCA. It is recommended that stuants with scores of 52-70

be included in one group and those with scores of 70 and above

be included in another group. Because students will have to complete

an anxiety hierarchy (see Appendix.VI), it will take students with

higher CA scores longer: Therefore, it is not a good idea to have

miXed.grOUps..- In.the52,70 group:It has beeh.found that it will

take students two or three weeks (One:50 minUte sesSion per week)

to complete the hierarChy and fiVe or six weeks for the 70-and above

group.

In general, administration Of the SD program requires a

small quiet-room (per group); comfortable chairs ia tape recorder,

8

anct the relaxation. tape.. Smallgroups of 57-7 individuals.are

optiMal. The MOSt essential ingredient in the administration:Of

1



the systematic, desensitization program is comfortable seating.

Individuals are asked to relax, and these are individuala for

whom relaxation is not easy. .Thus, the more Comfortable the

seating, the eaaier it will be to relax the people,

1
The general: procedureS for oPerating the program is rather

straightforward. Subjecta should be seated in comfortable

chairs and told by the trainer to lean back, close their eyes

and relax itoom light0 should either be dimpled or turned nff.

BecauSe subjects must keep their eyes closed during the

training session, individUals wearing hard contact lenses should be

prepared to take: them out.
,

Trainees should be told that whenever they feeltension once

the relakation tapejlas.been played, they should indicate that tension-by...

raising the index finger of their right hand. In this way, responsea'

are kept confidential between trainer and trainee.

After the trainer is,certain that this instruction is clear,

-

the relaxation tape should'be played. When it is completed, the

tape recorder should be quiety unplugged, and the trainer should

continue to give/relaxation instructions similar to those on the

tape.

ID

:The trainer should check to make sure all subjects are awake,

evew.thOugh their eyes are tO remain closed. Tell the trainees

that when thsir:name is called, they should indicate that they'

hear it by raising the iridex finger on their right hand. pecause

,a deep state of relaxation can be 'Achieved, some subjects may

fall asleep. If a trainee does not respond when their name is called,



quietly and gently tap the trainee on his/her ankle or foot,. Then

give another minute or so of relaxation initructions.

It is now time:to begin adminiStration of the communication

apprehension hierarchy. The first Oem on the hierarchy should be

presented to the subjects by the trainer and then he should remain

silent for a period of 15 seconds. If any trainee indicates anxiety

during that 15 seconds, the trainer should ask-all of the trainees

to'put the image of the anxiety stimulus out of their minds and

concentrate on relaxation. He should continue tO give relaxation

instructions for a period.of 15 to 30 sectindsAfter that time,

he should again ask the subjects to visualize the anxiety stimulus.

If the 15 second period elapses with no-indieetion of anxiety

from any trainee, the trainees should be asked to put the image
I

out of their minds and go back tO relaxing. The trainer again

gives additional relaxational instructions for about 15 to 30

seconds. After-that time the anxiety stimulus should again b

administered with a pause of 30 seconds. If any traihee indicates

anxiety during the 30 second period, the trainees should be asked

to put the image out of their minds and go back to relaxing and

. .

receive more. relaxation instructions. Thig procedure is continued .

until it is possible for all trainees in'the grOup to visualize

the anxiety stimulus for 15 second! without indication of anxiety

and for 30 seconds without indication of anxiety. When sequential

15 and 30 second intervals have been completed with nd indiCation

of anxiety, the trainer 60 then go on to'the second anxiety stimulus

in the communication apprehension hierarchy. This procedure is

continued until the *end of time for treatment at a given setting or

until the hierarchy is completed.
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Sesgionn should.last no:more than from 50 minutes to an, hour,

.including'the time used in listening to_the relaxation tape. As the

time 'for completion nears, the trainer should go down the hierarchy to

the lant stimulus which the trainees successfully completed with

naanxiety indication. This, stimulus.should bePresented with

a 60 second pauSe by the trainer. If no trainee indicates anxiety

during this period treatment may be terminated with the assurance

that all subjects will leave the treatment session in a low state ,

of arousal. If any trainee indicates anxietyduring this period,

the tiainer should move back to still a less anxiety provoking

stimulus that has been successfully completed and administer it

for a 60 second perio4

Treatments should be continued for a preset number of sessions,

such as 5 to 1. This will normally permit the completion of tile anxiety

hierarchy by all trainees.. At this point the- trainees should be

asked again to complete the PRCA. Those individuals with scores

60 or below should be considered cured and should be removed from

treatment. Those individuals who still report moderate to high levels

of communication apprehension should be formed in new groups and

treatments should continue for another 5 to 7 sessions. At.that

time-0 the individual'again should be asked to-complete the PRCA.

By this point, almost all trainees Will have overcome their

communication apprehension. However, some individuals do not

respond to systematic desensitization. This small number-(probably

less:than 5 percent) might be encouraged to seek professional

assistance from a-psychologist.

Although the research indicates that the effects of systematic

desensitization are maintained for extended periods of time, if

1 8
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the program is an.00going one, it would be useful to reinforce the effects

of systematic desensitization on communication apprehension for these

individuals who have.been Identified at cured by giving them single

session, treatments at 3 to 6 month intervals for the following year_

t or two.

Determining the Effects of the Program

Any program that involves the outlay of time or money by a school or

business should be subjected to a systematic program evaluation. A program

of systematic desensitization for communication apprehension should be

no exception. Although there is no reason to believe that a program tmple-

mented in the manner discussed above would not be extremely successful,

it still should be put to the test.

There are at least three ways of evaluating a program of systematic

desensitization for communication apprehension that seem to be appropriate.

The first method is analogous to the procedures which have been employed

in the research on systematic desensitization. This procedure involves

administration of the PRCA to people who have been treated and to people

who have not been treated but who, on earlier tests, indicated that they

were in need of treatment. Not everyone who is offered treatment accepts

it. Thus, in any school or business there will'be people who have volun-

teered for treatment who are in other ways comparable. If the scores on

the PRCA are not substantially lower for those who receive treatment than

those who have not, this would indicate that the treatment has been unsuc-

cessful.

But systematic desensitization for communication apprehension Fs not

merely designed to lower anxiety scores on the PRCA. Presumably, if communi-

cation apprehension is reduced', there should be other behavioral manifes-

,.tations. /n the school environment observations by the students'

19
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instructors could be usefully'employed as an evaluation tool. In short, their

instructors can simply be asked whether or not they have observed.any dif-

ference in the behaviors of these people. In the business atmosphere,

ratings by superiors or more district measures of productivity can serve

as a use ul evfluation tool.

RESULTS

A? pointed out earlier, any student in Subsection I or II who felt

that the SD program was not helping or had helped enough was permitted

to join Subsection III. After three weeks of the SD program, some students

did move to Subsection III. However, only students in Subsection II

(PRCA scores greater than 60, but less than 79) did so (N8). Fourteen

more Subsection II students dropped out after the fourth week when the

hierarchy, was completed. Two students returned for a fifth week. All

students in Subsection I remained for the full six weeks.

Table II reports both "Before" and "After" mean PRCA scores for ail

students and the high CA group. The obtained range was 42-114. Since

PRCA scores of 79 and above are considered high CA, 27 percent (16 out of

60) of the students in this study were classified as high CA. One out of

four students was severely communication apprehensive before eXposure to the,

course, and presumably would have become a high,CA pharmacist if not treated. .

This proportion is in the normal range for pharmacy students,but higher than

the general population portion of one out of five.

T-tests based upon paired dependent obgervations were used to determine

if exposure to the course significantly reduced CA in all students and in

the high CA group based upon the students' change scores. A reduction in

'CA would result in lower PRCA scores. Table II illustrates that exposure

to the course did, indeed, reduce CA eignificantly for all students and for

2 0
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the-high CA group alone.9

Since the PRCA scoree are based on data collected from Likert scales,

a non-parametric test also was Used to analyze/the data. The Wilcoxon Sign

Rank procedure was felt to be appropriate since non-parametric procedures

are not sensitive to outliers in the data. These results, like that of the

T-test, also indicate that exposure to the course produced significant

reductions in communication apprehension (See Table II).

It should be noted that 12 out of the 16 (75 percent) high CA students

ended up with PRCA scores below 80 at the end of the course. In addition,
40,11:2

ihe mean score for the group was well within the normal range at the end

of the semeste'r.

The lack of a control group raises the test-retest issue(15). In

other words, could the observed reduction in CA be a result of simply

readministering the PRCA? Previous 'studies have looked at this problem

(2,3,13). Although in previous Studies some reduction in PRCA scores did

'occur with no intervention (3.5 units), the reductions were significantly

less than the reductions achieVed through the use of intervention tech-

nioues. The present etudy had an average reduction in PRCA scores of

approximately 11 units overall and 19 units for high CA students., More-

over,-when ;he same instructor taught this course to the previous class

without,using the SD program, the change scores wete substantially

lower(5).

An observation was consistently made when stUdents came in to find

out their speech presentation scores. Those students with high CA,.but

good skills consistently expressed surprise when told their presentation

Was evaluated positively. In other words, they undervalued their own

skills. These were people in the high CA, high skill group. Pharmacists
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in this group, that are not treated, will avoid communicating because they

won't believe, they have the skills, either. This condition is not conducive

to the deirelopment of the profession or its clinical role.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Communication apprehension is a very real problem. High CA people,

if left untreated, could become tomorrow's pharmacists with severe CA,

posing a problem for the profession.

Systematic desensitization, in conjunction with classroom instruction

cognitive modification and assertiveness training of the type outlined

above, appears.to be an effective method of reducing CA: The techniques

employed in this study can be learned easily by instructors in colleges of

pharmacy. This stud; demonstrated that a communication course based on

these approaches could be developed to reduce communication apprehension

in pharmacy students. All of these results are particularly pleasing in

that optimal individual attention could not be given.to each student:as

the class sizes were still relatively large.

22
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Table I. Course Activity Account

Week(s) First 90 Minutes Last 60 Minutes

1 Fill out PRCA, Meyer-Briggs, OVerview of
Course, lead, DisCuss "Birth", Meaning
of Words

2 Student Introductions

3 Film, "What You are Is Where you Were When"

4 Barriers to Pharmacy Communication Meyer-Briggs Groups

5 Transactional Analysis Intro to SD Program

Transcript, Inference Story SD Training
Role Playing

7 Discussion of Books
8

SD Training
Role Playing

9 ExaM SD Training ,

Role PlAying

10 Medical Interview SD Training
Role Playing

11-14 Speech Presentations View, Discuss
Video Tapes

15 Speech Presentations /Nonverbal
Communication

2
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Table IT. Mean Communication Levels Before and After Exposure to Course

tv

Won (N) - Student Wilcoxon

Before After AN- T*

All Student's
a

Hi CA Group

69.15(60

89.06(16)

58.12(60)

70.25(16)

11.03

18.81

5.46

, 7.24

5.46c

329d

a

P< 0.001

P< 0.0001

P< 0.0002

d
P< 0.0005

25
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Appendix I

PERSONAL REPORT of COMUUNICATION APPREHENSION

Directions: Please indicate in the space provided the degree to which each

stateMent applies to you by marking whether you: 1) Strongly Agree, 2) Agree,

3) Are Undecided, #) Disagreei or 5) Strongly Disagree with each statement.

There are no right or wrong answers. Many of the statement are similar to

other statements Do not be Concerned about thiv.114Work quickly, just record

youe first-impreision. iv 4-

1. I dislike participating in group discussions.

2. Generally, I am comfortable while participating in a grouR discussion.

3. I aM tense and nervous while participating in group discussfons.

4. like...to get involved in group discussiore.

5. Engagirig in a grOup discussion with new people makes me tense and nervous.

6. I am calm and relaxed while participating in group discussions.

7. Generally,,I am nervous when I have to participate in a meeting.

8. ,Usually I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.

9. I am very calm and relaxed when I am called upon to express an opinion

at a meeting.
10. I am afraid to express myself at meetings.

11. Communicating at meetings us'ually makes me uncomfortable.

12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at a meeting.

13. While participating in a conversation with-a new-acquaintance, I feei

very nervous.
14. I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.

15. Ordinarily, I am very tense and nervous in conversations.

.16. Ordinarily, I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.

17. While conversing with a new acquaintance, I feel very relaxed.

18. I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.

19. I have no fear of giving a speech.

20. Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving a

speech.
21. I feel relaxed while giving a slpeech.

22. My thoughts become confused and jumbled when 1 am giving a speech.

23. I face the prospect of giving a speech with ponfidencd.

211. While giving a speech I get so nervous, I forget facts I really know.
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Appendix

'BIRTH"

Floating in darkness,
. For what seemed like an eternitv,

I am thrown upon a world .'

Of such light and intensitY
,That my head spins
And terror shakes my body.

I amesuspended,
The whole Im3r4 turned upside dan,
Hanging on by soMething that totally controls my destiny.

Should it let go,
I will surely perist.
I have no control at"41l.

Then a'violent eruption. 0
Pain pierces through my,entire body.
I scream in pain to make
The world-aware of my presence.
I look around,
And instead of compassion,

)1

I see smiles spread across the faces
Of thote that witnessed the torture I have just gone through.

Could it Oe?
Are these creatureS really that sick?
Is it pleasurable for them to see mysanguish?
This must be a terribly sadistic world.
It is this that I shall learn first and remember always.

27
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Appendix III

INFERENCE

A business Man had just turned off the lights in tile store' when

41 man appeared and dëmanded money. The owner opened tile cash register.

The contents of the cash rigister were scooped up, and the man ran away.

A member of the police ,force was notified promptly.

* * * * * * * *,4* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1. A man appeared after the owner had' turned off his store lights. (?)

2. The robber was,a man.

(F)3.. The man did not demand money. /.

4. The owner opened the cash register.

5. After th man whq demanded the money scooped up the contents

of the ca register, he ran away. r

6. While the cash register contained money, the stoe5Koes not

state
k

how much.

Special features:

, a) better educated, higher IQ group

b) some awareness that the subject involves communications

c) not emotionally involvelrin the story
d) only four sentences
e) told explicitly, repeated, copied, etc.,

f) only requiring ability to specify true,' false or ?

(T)

(?)

(?)
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Appendix IV

B.C. Problem

You have just finished your last month of
On day 5 of your cycle you are to start a
Your gYnecologist has switched you because
dosed and "you don't nee& as much of those
few friends have told you that if you are
would be-a good idea to use a spend cidal
get a package of Emko foam from the,shelf.
and say to him "Do I need to use this?".

Female Patient

Dernulen and started your period.
new prescription for Ovral.
he says that the Ovral is lower
hormones in your system." A
going to switch that it probably
foam. You go to the pharmacy and
You walk up to the pharmacist

Don't tell the pharmacist who reconmended the use.of the foam unless he

asks.

The Pharmacist will start the conversation...

o41* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * ***** * * * * * * * * *

B.C. Problem Pharmacist

A female customer walks up to the counter and puts down an Emko foam kit.

You start the conversation by asking, "Is there anything else?"
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Appendix IV (Continued)

Role Play: B.C. Problem

Question(s): Does a patient switching from one birth control

pill to another need to use another 'Method of

contraception? For how long? Under what con-

ditions? What information might you want to

give to a patient switching pills?

Prolem(s): *As a pharmacist you have very little information.

You just have a patient who asks "Do I need to

use this?"
*Pharmacist needs to 6stiblish what exactly the

patient means and under ,what conditions.

*Pharmacist must establish who gave the patient

the information about the foam. If it was her

gynecologist, should you dispute the information?

*Pharmacist must be careful not to insult the

customer's friends whether they are right or not.

*You've got a worried patient who needs sound,

reassuring advice; not "iffy" information.

Solution(s): Since -the patient is not stopping the pill (or has

not stopped), she does not need to use Emko foam.

It is important to let the patient know, that her

period may not start at exactly the same time as

it did when she was using Demulen. Therefore, she

won't need to worry needlessly. The key to this

situation is obtaining information in a concise,

mature manner to establish that the patient does or

does not need the foam (or another method of conlifa-

ception). It is the pharmacist's job to objectiftly

evaluate the information and make an informed, ob-

jective decision. There is no room for making

emotional value judgments about where the patient

obtained her information.

30
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Appendix

MEDICAL INTERVIEW

Imagine the following hypothetical situation: On the advice of a co-worker, Josephine

Wilcox has decided to consult Dr. Smith. Both Josephine and Dr. Smith are new to the

area and to date have not met each other. Josephine plans to make a decision, based

on what happens the first time she meets Dr. Smith, as to whether or not she will

continue seeing Dr. Smith. She also hopes to get some help for a medical.problem(s)

she has.

Dr. Smith's patients are screened briefly by his nurse. The nurse has indicated the

following on Josephine's new patient file: Josephine Wilcox, married, age 33, college

professor, weight 145, height 5'4", BP 110/90, no known health problems. Stated reason

for consulting MD: wants a reducing diet.

'Further, imagine that in advance of the scheduled office visit both Josephine and the

doctor are having the following thoughts in anticipation:

Josephine: -Darn, I wish this appointment were over! Normally I feel pretty intelligent

and in control of things. But not so in a doctor's office...there I really

feel uncomfortable. Logically I know a doctor is no different than anyone

else, but at the gut level I still react like the doctor is really superior

to me. I do hope this doctor is understanding, not only about my weight,

but everything. I'm not sure I can tell him what my problem really is...

we'll just have to wait and Isee.

Doctor: I'Whappy that my practice is beginning to grow. I'm enjoying Littletown

and its people.very much. I'd like to make the best impression possible on

this Josephine Wilcox...and hopefully help her solve her problem.

The Actual Encounter

Hello...you're Josephine Wilcox?

Nods "yes".

Please sit down and make yourself comfortable and don't look so nervous.

I won't bite...(smiles as he says this). I'm Dr. Smith. and I'm very

pleased to meet you, Josephine.

Doctor:

Josephine:

Doctor:

Josephine:

Doctor:

Thank you doctor.

(Consults'chart) H

weight?

Josephine: Yes, very mubh.

very seeious tone of voice). You want to lose

-

Doctor: Why? (without waiting for an answer ) So you can look better for your

husband, I suppose.

Josephine: Well, that's part of it, sure.

Doctor: You know, Josephine, there is' generally only one way to,lose weight...

eat less and/or exercise more. You look as though you exercise...is

that right?



Josephine: -Oh, yes, I do.

Doctor:

asephine:

Doctor:

Josephine:

Doctor:

Josephine:

30

Appendix V (Continued)

Glad-to hear that; I wish more of my patients did. You realize that

junk food will have to go if you're really serious about losing weight

don't you? .

Yeah, but really doctor, I don't eat many junk foods.

You know, Josephine, not that I don't believe you, but almost everybody

who comes in here for weight control tells me that...I'm always suspicious

of people who say they don't eat many junk foods. Junk foods are just

too available and too convenient for most of us to pass up.

Well, maybe you're right, but I don't eat very much and I just can't

understand why I'm not losing weight. My friend and I eat just about

the same things and she lost six pounds 14st month.

Well, I'm trying to find out why you haven't lost weight. Incidently,

your friend and you are not alike so I'm sure you understand why we

won't make comparisons there. Now tell me about your drinking habits.

00
Well, I don't drink very much.

Doctor: Everybody thinks he or she is a moderate drinker...how much do you drink?

Josephine: At most, one or two drinks a week...and that's only when I go to the

university faculty happy hour on Thursday evenin

Doctor: (looks at Josephine)...Hmm...I hope you eat b

Josephine: Oh yes.

Doctor:

ast?

Well, let's see. I'm going to give you a diet--it's pretty self-explanatory.

You follow it and let's see what happens. Before you leave, make an

appointment for two weeks from now and we'll check you then. (checks

watch) Anything else?

Josephine: Uh, no, I guess not. Thanks doctor...I'll see you in two weeks.
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Appendix VI

College Hierarchy

1. ( .3) You are talking with your best friend.

2. ( .9) You are talking to a sales clerk A a department store.

3. (t.2) You are answering the'telephone and do not know who is calling.

4. (1.7) You are talking to a member of another race.

5. (2.4) You 4re talking to a policeman in a restaurant.

6. (2.7) You are talking with a minister.

7. (3.2) You are about to talk with your academic adviser.

8. (3.9) You are trying to make conversation with your date whom you

have not dated previously.

9'. (4.2) You are trying to make a point at a bull session, and you notice

°that everyone is looking at you.

10. (4.5) Each person in a group discussion has given his opinion and it

is your turn next.

11. (5.3) You are going in for an interview with a potential employer.

13. (6.1) You are to give a speech in class today.

12. (5.7) You are scheduled to give a presentation in a panel discussion.

a

14. (6.4) You are getting up to give a speech on a topic that the previous

speaker just covered thoroughly)

15. (6.7) Your instrucror has just called on you to give an impromptu speech.

16. (7.0) You are about to give your speech and you find that you have.

lost your notes.

17. (7.1) It ia the night before an important speech and you are not yet

prepared.

.18. (7.1) You have been asked to give a speech on a local television show.
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